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A two level asynchronous algorithm for PDEs is presented in this paper. An
analysis of the algorithm and of its implementation on a hypercube shows that the algo~
rirhm has several desirable properties; its speed up increases as the number of grid
points grows, it is stable with respect to load imbalance effects, and it is well suited for
parallel machines widJ. relatively slow communication.
'" Work supported in pan by the Strategic Defense Initiative under Army Research Office con-
cract DAAL03-86·K·OI06.









A [wo level asynchronous algorithm for PDEs is presented in this paper. An
analysis of the algorithm and of its implementation on a hypercube shows
that the algorithm has several desirable properties; its speed up increases as
the number of grid points grows, it is stable with respect to load imbalance
effects, and it is well suited for parallel machines with relatively slow com-
munication.
1. Introduction
As the number of multiprocessor systems increases, practical questions related to
their efficient use as well as questions of how to design new systems capable of high
performance stimulate performance related studies in parallel processing.
The inefficiency associated with parallel execution usually is attributed to two
causes: communication among the tasks execured concurrently, and conn-ol of parallel
activities including scheduling of tasks. Another potential source of inefficiency which
has received less attention is the synchronization among concurrent tasks. Intuitively
we expect that synchronization leads to an increase in the execution dme, hence any
model ignoring synchronization is an optimistic one.
Modeling and analysis of synchronization in parallel computing raises difficult
questions. Empirical data are largely unavailable, due to the present state of the art in
the instrumentation of parallel systems. Only measurements related to the aggregate
program behavior such as total execution time, processor utilization, etc., can be carried
out routinely, while demiled dara concerning communication and synchronization COStS
are usually unavailable. There are cases in parallel processing when synchronization
~ Work supported in pan by the Str:u.egic Defense Initiative under Anny Rc,sc.arch Office contract DAAL03-S6-K-0106.
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cannOl be avoided, for example in case of domain decomposition techniques for partial
differential equations (PDEs) [3], (4].
We have developed a non-deterministic model for parallel computation [1] which
shows that in the general case the overhead associated with synchronization depends
principally upon two factors, namely, the number of PEs running in parallel, and the
actual distribution of the execution time on PEs. For particular distributions the over-
head associated with synchronization is independent of the number of PEs running in
parallel when this number is large, hence massive parallelism does not become prohibi-
tively expensive solely due to synchronization. This is the case for the uniform distribu-
tions, when only the coefficient of variation of the distribution determines the syn-
chronization overhead. For orner disrributions, like the exponential one, the synchroni-
zation overhead grows logarithmically in the number of PEs.
In this paper we present a two level asynchronous algorithm for PDEs. Section 2
gives the description of the algorithm and its rationale. Then we outline the basic con-
cept of our unified model in Section 3, and use the framework provided by it to con-
struct the detailed model of the algorithm in Section 4. Section 5 contains a summary
of the results of our analysis of the tow level algorithm.
2. A Two Level Asynchronous PDE Algorithms
Consider the PDE problem Lu = f on the domain D = [0,1] x [0,1] with Dirichlet
boundary conditions We first subdivide D to obtain _Level :1 with N 1 overlapping
domains
Dk =[O,IJ x [(k - 1) ( N 1, k ( N 1], k =1,2, ... , N 1
We then subdivide each Dk into N2/N 1 overlapping domains
Dkj = [O,l]x[(k -1)( Nl +0 -1)8, (k -1)( Nl + j8J, j = 1,2, ... , N2( Nl
where 8= 1/N2. This detennines Level 2 wirh N2 domains. The geometry of the
algorirhm is illustrated. in Figure 1 for N 1 = 4, N2 = 12.
We discretize the linear PDE on each level, using n poims on Levelland qn
points on Level 2. An iteration method is then used to solve the resulting linear system
on each level. We anticipate a parallel implemenra60n of the itera[ion with N 1 proces-
sors assigned to Levelland N2 processors to Level 2. The PDE algorithm is
described at a very high level.
The rationale for this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2. On Level 1 we have a
coarse grid, so the convergence is rapid but the PDE discretization error is large. On
Level 2 we have a fine grid, so the convergence is slow but the PDE discretization error
is small. When the error in solving the linear system on Levell reaches point A, no
funher gain is made in solving the PDE. At lhis point, Levell is stopped. An ideal-
ized view of how the algorithm works is that: (a) Levell operates quickly [Q reach
point A, (b) the accurate solution from Levell is inserted into Level 2 as boundary con-
ditions on Level 2 subdornains (the size of [he Levell domains), (c) when Level I no
longer provides additional accuracy the iteration is continued on Level 2 in the nonnal
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manner. This idealized operation is indicated by the path in Figure 2 through points C
and D. The path from start to solution using the same methods entirely on the fine grid
is indicated by point B.
Reflection shows that the algorithm is unlikely to be as efficient as the ideal
because the accurate values received from Level 1 do no propagate instantaneously
from the Level 1 boundaries (where information is transferred) to the enrire Level 2
grid. This propagation is made by the iteration on Level 2 which apply [0 the N 1 sub4
domains. Since these subdornains are smaller, the iteration converges faster on them
(even with the fine grid) than on the whole domain. Thus the acrnal computation error
follows the path through the points C* and D*. The issues addressed here are; 1) Is a
significant advantage obtained (i.e., where are C· and D*7) and 2) How well is this
algorithm suited [Q parallel, asynchronous execution on a hypercube machine?
We have analyzed this algorithm with models that assume rates of convergence for
the linear system which range from those of Gauss-Seidel (slow) to SOR with optimum
parameter (fast). We have also analyzed the effect of different discretizations, namely,
second order and fourth order. These are, of course, very large differences in the per-
formance among these possibilities, btl[ lhe performances relative to the standard fine
grid algorithm are very similar, so we only discuss one of [hem, the second order
discretization and Gauss-Seidel type iteration. See Section 4 for more derails of the
performance model and analysis.
We basically assume that the PDE error behaves like l/n 2 and 1/(nq)2 on Levels 1
and 2, and that the rate of convergence of the iteration for the linear system is like



























Figure 1. The Level 1 and Level 2 partitions of D infO N 1 and N2 domains. The al-
gorithm has infonnarion of Levell inserted asynchronously infO Level 2 from {he bOWl-





For k ~ 1 [0 Nl
Iterate on linear system in D k
Exchange values with Dk +1,Dk-1
Insen values to Level 2
Compute stopping test
End For
If all stops true





1. Wait for first Levell values
2. Initialize
3. Iterate
Case (Levell not stopped)
Fork~1 to Nl,j~1 to N2/Nl
Iterate on linear system in Dk,j
Case U ~ I and N2/N I)
Use values from Levell
Use remaining values from neighbors
Case U" I,N2/Nl)
Exchange values with neighbors
End For
Case (Level 1 stopped)
For k ~ 1 [0 N 1, j ~ 1 to N2/N 1
Iterate on linear system in Dk,j
Exchange values with neighbors
Compute s[Qpping test
End For






















Execution time Execution time
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2
Figure 2. Schema/ie for the rationale of the two level algorithm. OIL Level 1, the point A is reached quickly where the PDE error and
linea!' system error are equal. The partial solution of Level 1 is cOl/tinl/ally tram/ered co Level 2 co obtain faster convergence tlzere
(ideally at point C, !;w actually at paine C~). Once all rhe possible accuracy from Levell is tramferred to Level 2, then rhe ordinary
irercuioH continues wllil poine D (or D >!<) is reached.
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3. A Unified Model of a Parallel Computation
We have proposed [1] a nondetenninistic model of computation which takes into
account the load imbalance among processors executing 'in parallel. We have pointed
out that algorithmic as well as non-algorithmic effects may contribute to load imbalance
in case of a synchronized parallel execution. The algorithmic load imbalance effects can
be minimized by redistributing compurations among processors, and by overlapping
communication with computation. But a perfect load balance is unattainable since non-
algorithmic effects like hardware and software errors and retrys. or data dependent exe~
cution time, cause load imbalance. It is clear that such effects are more difficult to can-
crol and impossible to eliminate entirely. Though communication and control costs are
likely to be the primary source of inefficiency for medium size parallel systems, the
load imbalance will probably be a factor of increasing importance in massively parallel
systems.
In our model we discuss the issue of load imbalance in the context of synchroniza-
tion. We view a parallel computation as a sequence of n synchronization epochs each
using Ii processors, and we express the expected execution time of a parallel compU[a~
tion as
n
1"* = E(T,) =a+ n~+ L Il;(l +t>;)
i "'1
n
In this expression 0: = a: 1 + 0.2 L q (Ii) represents the COSt due to control of the parallel
; ",1
computation. The communication costs are denoted by j3. Note that j3 does reflect only
the cost of communication which cannot be overlapped with computations. It is
assumed that the execution time of the I; processors active in any epoch i, Xi,j are
independent, identically distributed random variables with mean )..Lj, and variance Vi.
The average cost attribu[ed [0 the load imbalance in epoch i is Cli =!1 (C;, Ii), with Ci
G'
the coefficient of variation of the distribution of Xj j.' Cj = -',
, )..Li
The expected serial execution time of a computation consisting of n synchroniza-
tion epochs, wi[h Ii processors active in each epoch, and with )..Li the expected execution
time per processor in each epoch is:
n
Ts = 0.1 + L }ljlj
;=1
Note that JliI; is the expected total processor time per epoch, the time necessary for a
single processor to carry au[ the parallel component of the computation.
In the framework of our model [he speed up wiIh P processors, Sp, (Ii = P for all
i) is defined. as:
- 7 -
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In general, the communication, control and load imbalance costs, a, ~. and !1
depend upon the algorithm, the architecture of the parallel system, the number of pro-
cessors executing in parallel.
As far as the load imbalance is concerned we have shown that for any distribution
of the execution time the load imbalance costs for a synchronization epoch can be
expressed as l1i = f (Ii) X g (ex) and, for several distributions, we have comput~ exact
expressions for "i [IJ. For the uniform distribution g (Cx) : Cx ~3 and
f (Ii) : (Ii - I) / (Ii + I). For the exponential distribution g (Cx ) " 1 and
f (Ii) : logIi + C wirh C: 0.577
For the standard normal distribution g (Cx) " 1 and
'I 1 [ ] -'f>f (Ii) = (2 log Ii) , -"2 2 log Ii (log 4" - 2C - log log Ii)
4. A Model of the Two Level PDE Algorithm and its Implementation on a
Hypercube
The model of the algorithm is constructed in two phases. First we study the algo-
rithm and compare it with a standard, one level algoritlun. We define the algorirhmic
speed up as the ratio of the execution time of the one level algorithm and the execution
time of the twO level algorithm on the same abstract machine.
Then we model the actual implementation of the algorithm on a parallel machine
with a hypercube architecture, the NCUBE. We define the acrual speed up as the ratio
of the execution time on the NCUBE model when Level 2 runs alone as compared with
the execution time when Levelland Level 2 execute concurrently and Level 1 feeds
infonnation [0 Level 2 as prescribed by our algorithm.
For the algorithmic model, let us use the following notations:
Sa the algorithmic speed up,
rna. the number of iterations required by a one level PDE algorithm,
T a. the execution time per iteration for the one level algorithm on the
hypothetical machine,
m ~ the number of iterations required by [he [OW level PDE algorithm,
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T ~ the execution time per iteration for the two level algorithm on me same
hypothetical machine.
Then, the algorithmic speed up is
As a first approximation T IX = T~ and Sa becomes mIX I m~. From Figure 2, we note
that rna. depends upon the error of the PDE discretization and the error in solving the
linear system, hence upon the number of grid points. The value of m ~ is a function of
the number of grid points of the error at Levelland of the grid refinement factor q.
The second model involves a more detailed account of computation, communica-









the iteration count required by a one level PDE algoritb..m,
the execution time for the one level algorithm,
the computation component of TB, the time for arithmetic,
the communication component of TB,
the number of grid points at Levell,
the number of grid points ar Level 2, q is the grid refinement facror,
the time for ariilimetic operation per iteration, a typical value for Ia is 5.
the synchronization factor,
the communication cost per unit of data transferred, a typical value for Ie
is 2,
the start-up time for a communication act, a typical value for Is is 200,
the total number of processors,
the number of processors assigned to Level I,
the number of processors assigned to Level 2.





Til = m. x N· ta . fsy
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Note that in our communication model, we take into account local and global communi-
cation. Global communication is done by broadcasting and its cost is logarithmic in the
number of processors. We assume that local communication proceeds as follows: fust,
all processors communicate with their lower neighbors, then all communicate with me
upper neighbors.
As noted, the synchronization costs depend upon the coefficient of variation of the
distribution of the execution time and upon the number of processors executing in
parallel. We assume here a uniform disrribution wiIlt coefficient of variation ex. Then
.r;N-ltoy; 1 + ex 3 .
N + 1
For the analysis of the tow level algorithm, the following nmation is used:
TD the execution time of the tow level algorithm,
To the execution time corresponding to arithmetic (computation),
Tn the execution time corresponding to communication,
me the number of iterations required [0 reach the error level corresponding
to point C in the graph of Figure 2,
rncn the number of iterations required from point C [0 point D in Figure 2.
With these notations, we have the following expressions for T15 and Th_
Tf, ; (m, + m,D) x [(qn + log,(N2)) . 21, + (l + log,(N2)) . I, ]
The acrual speed up of [he algorithm is defined as S = To lTD-
5. Analysis of the Algorithm and its Performance on the NCUBE
The model of Section 4 is used to investigate the performance of the algorithm on
the NCUBE. We srudy the range of speed ups that can be achieved (the algorithm
behavior as the problem size increases), the influence of the grid refinement factor q,
the effect of load inbalance, the choices of partitions for the hyypercube (N 1 versus
N2) and, finally, the effect of machine characteristics (ta , tc and Is)·
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Figure 3 presents the variation of the algorithmic and of the actual speed up for a
broad range of the number of grid points, 20 ~ n S; 40000. We see that the algorithm
perfonns better for larger numbers of grid points. where the speed up is in the 6 to 7
range. TIlls property of the algorithm is extremely importam, since large problems
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LOG (NUMBER OF GRID POINTS)
Figure 3. The algoriEhmic speed up and lhe acrIJal speed up function of Ehe 10gariEhm
of ehe number of grid points. The algorithmic speed up is defined as the ratio of the
number of iterations needed when Level 2 runs alone, versus the number of iterations
at Level 2 when ir receives dara from Level 1. The actual speed up depends upon the
machine parameters, rhe acmal partitioning of processors between ehe two levels, and
the coefficient of variation of the disrribution of execurion time. All processors
assigned to Level 1 are idle during the second phase of execution, after transmitting
dara ro Level 2. The dara correspond fO rs =200.0, tc =2.0, and ex =0.04.
A rather surprising conclusion is that the algorithmic speed up is very close l:O the
actual speed up, hence the rather simple model presented in the previous section can be
used to predict che actual perfonnance with a fairly good accuracy. The actual speed up
tends l:O saturate, while the algorithmic speed up tends to show a linear increase with
the number of grid points. A note of caution, Figure 3 summarizes the results for cases
when the parameters of the algorithm, as well as the parameters of the implementation,
have optimal values. More significant differences between the algorithmic and [he
actual speed. up should be expected for non-optimal cases.
Figure 4 presents the effect of the grid refinement factor q. Optimal values for q
are in the range from 2, for small to medium number of grid points, to 4 for large n.
Qualitatively we expect that large values of q do nOE lead to optimal behavior of the





















Figure 4. The acrual speed up function of q, the ratio of the number of gn'd points at
Level 2 and Level 1. The number of grid points at Level 2 is n.
Figures 5 and 6 ouiline the effects of the load imbalance. Figure 5 shows that the
algorithm is stable with respect to load. imbalance effects. The variation in the speed up
from a totally balanced case, (ex = 0.0), to the case of an imbalance characterized by
ex = 0.2, is rather small. Figure 6 shows that a one level algorithm is more sensitive to
load. imbalance effects. An increase of 25% of the execution time for the same load
imbalance conditions can be expected. It is important to observe that the effect of load
imbalance become more noticeable as the number of processors increases. We have
examined only the case N = 512 processors.
Finally, Figures 7 and 8 focus on the algorirhm implementation issues and the
interaction of the algorirhm with the NCUBE. Figure 7 summarizes the effect of the
hypercube partitioning upon the execution time of the algorithm. \Ve see that for
optimal values of q (q =4) and for medium to large numbers of grid points, en =800,
and n = 8000), the optimal partitioning of me machine requires that at least 32 proces-
sors of a 512 processor machine be assigned to Levell. If a smaller number of proces-
sors is assigned to Level I, then the algorithm performs poorly, since Level 2 wastes
too much time before receiving the data from Level 1. If too many processors are
assigned to Levell, then the performance tends to decrease again. All processors
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Figure 5. The accual speed up function of the logarithm of the number of grid points
for two load imbalace situations. The coefficient of variation of the execution time is
denoted by ex. The algorithm seems stable with respect to load imbalance .
.... ex =020
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Figure 6. The total execution time function of the number of grid palms for different
load imbalance facrors _ex is the coefficient of variance of the execution lime on a pro-
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Figure 7. The effect of hypercube partitioning upon the total execution time 0/ the
algoriihm. N = 512 processors, and q = 4 (dashed) and q = 10 (dolied). Two cases are
presented, the number of gn"d points n = 800 and n = 8000. We show the percentage
[T- min (TJ)/ min (T), where T is the execution rime and the minimum execution rime is
for different partitionings, the abscissa k = N I/N2' N 1 is the number of processors
assigned to Levell and N z is the number a/processors assigned to Level 2. Note that:
N 1 + N 2 = N. The points on the graph correspond to:
1 => k = 21510
5 => k = 321480
2 => k = 41508
6 => k = 641448
3 => k = 81504
7 => k = 1281384
4 => k = 161496
Figure 8 shows the effect of the machine parameters. We compare a configuration
with fast communication (re:;:; I, ts :::; 50) to a much slower one (tc ;:;: 4, ts = 400).
Surprisingly the speed. up is larger in the larter case. Oearly, this does nor mean that a
slower machine performs bener than a fast one, bur that the tow level algorithm is capa-
ble of absorbing me effecr of slow communication better [han a one level algorithm on
the same machine.
In conclusion, the tow level splitting algorithm leads to a reasonable speed up, per-
fonns well for large problem sizes, is stable with respect to load imbalance and is well
suited for hypercube machines which tend to have slow communication.
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f.r = 400.0 II: = 4.0-t.r = 200.0 r-:1,," = 2.0- ..
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Figure 8. The actual speed up function versus the logarithm of the number of grid
points for three machine parameters. ts is the communication scarr-up rime and tc is the
communication time per unit of message. Note that the algorithm seems more suited
for machines with slower communication, /ike the NCUBE. The coefficient of variation
of the execution time is ex = 0.2.
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